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Abstract: We present a novel single-shot cross-correlation technique based on the 
analysis of the transversally emitted second harmonic generation in crystals with random 
distribution and size of anti-parallel nonlinear domains. We implement it to the 
measurement of ultrashort laser pulses with unknown temporal duration and shape. We 
optimize the error of the pulse measurement by controlling the incident angle and beam 
width. As novelty and unlike the other well-known cross correlation schemes, this 
technique can be implemented for the temporal characterization of pulses over a very 
wide dynamic range (30 fs–1ps) and wavelengths (800–2200 nm), using the same crystal 
and without critical angular or temperature alignment. 
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1. Introduction 
Lasers delivering ultrashort pulses play nowadays an increasingly important role in many 
research and technological fields. Material processing, high-resolution imaging and 
detection, investigation of complex molecular system’s dynamics, biomedical science and 
medicine are only few examples where the interaction of femtosecond light pulses with 
different media is the main tool. These applications are meaningful only if one is able to 
perfectly characterize the laser pulses used in the experiment. Most of the parameters 
such as the peak power, spectral bandwidth, chirp content or M2 factor strongly depend 
on the temporal duration and shape of the pulse [1]. The femtosecond time scale is 
beyond the reach of standard electronic display instruments. Many different techniques, 
most widely based second harmonic generation (SHG) correlations, have been 
extensively adopted for a partial or complete temporal characterization of ultrashort laser 
pulses [2–11]. Among them, techniques based on frequency resolved optical-gating 
(FROG and XFROG), or on spectral interferometry (SPIDER) allow for a detailed 
reconstruction of the pulse characteristics, both in amplitude and phase [12–14]. Beside 
these complex and expensive techniques, classical auto-correlation is still a valuable tool 
in many situations where only partial information such as pulse duration is required. 
When the temporal pulse shape has to be also retrieved, cross-correlation techniques 
between the unknown pulse and a selected reference are usually implemented [15–18]. 
Since these methods relay on the detection of the second harmonic (SH) generation, the 
requirement of phase matching critical alignment, temperature tuning and the need of 
using very thin crystals make them far from user-friendly. 
Few years ago, a novel auto-correlation scheme based on the detection of the 
transverse second harmonic signal generated by the overlapping of two non-collinear 
laser beams in a nonlinear crystal with a random-sized domain distribution, has been 
proposed as a simple and effective single-shot technique for the partial temporal 
characterization of Gaussian pulses with duration from 30 fs up to few hundreds of fs 
[19–21]. The particular two-dimensional (2D) distribution of the needle-like, oppositely 
oriented nonlinear domains in specific ferroelectric crystals creates a continuous set of 
reciprocal lattice vectors with different modulus and orientations within the plane 
perpendicular to the optical axis, providing phase matching for nonlinear frequency 
conversion over a very broad wavelength and angular range [22]. The SH is generated in 
a whole plane perpendicular to the input pulse propagation direction, including the 
transverse one, making possible the detection of the transverse second harmonic 
generated (TSHG) signal. These transverse autocorrelation (TAC) technique removes the 
demand of thin nonlinear crystals or critical angular and/or temperature tuning needed in 
traditional AC setups. Moreover, recording the auto-correlation trace from the top of the 
crystal (transverse direction) allows following the evolution of the AC trace all along the 
propagation distance within the crystal. 
In this work we implement, for the first time to our knowledge, the transverse single-
shot cross-correlation technique (TSCC) to the measurement of the duration and shape of 
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ultrashort non-Gaussian laser pulses. This method combines the capability of typical 
cross-correlation methods, where the spatially resolved nonlinear signal generated by the 
overlap between a reference and an unknown pulse provides information of the temporal 
cross-correlation signal, with the advantages of the transverse detection of the cross-
correlation trace provided by our TAC technique. Finally, we study and optimize the 
limitations imposed by the pulse duration. 
2. Experimental configuration, results and discussions 
Our experimental set-up is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The pulse to be measured (P) 
(from now on called “unknown” pulse) is combined with a reference pulse (R) in a 
characteristic single-shot cross-correlation scheme (Fig. 1(a)). Both pulses overlap with 
an external angle of 2α within a Strontium Barium Niobate (SBN) crystal. The crystal 
shows as-grown random-sized nonlinear domains with an inverted sign of the 2nd order 
nonlinearity, oriented along the optical axis (z-axis in Fig. 1). The non-collinear 
interaction between the two pulses generates a SH signal which, due to the characteristics 
of the SBN crystal, is emitted in a whole plane (xy) perpendicular to the one containing 
both propagating beams and the optical axis z. The TSHG is schematically shown in the 
Fig. 1(b). A CCD camera placed above the crystal records the spatially resolved TSH 
signal generated by the two pulses along the whole propagation distance within the 
crystal. A typical TSH trace recorded by the CCD camera is shown in the inset of the Fig. 
1(b). This signal represents the spatial intensity cross-correlation trace, ICC(z), directly 
related to the temporal intensity cross-correlation ICC(t). To retrieve the temporal cross-
correlation trace from the corresponding spatially dependent one, a calibration factor, 
depending on the geometry of the setup, must be applied. This calibration can be properly 
obtained by measuring the auto-correlation of the reference pulse, as detailed in [22]. The 
cross-correlation signal intensity ICC(t) between the reference pulse with the intensity IR(t) 
and the unknown pulse IP(t) can be mathematically represented by their convolution. So 
the unknown pulse IP(t) can be retrieved if we assume the reference temporal profile is 
known using the relation: 











=    
   (1) 
where   and 1− denote the Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform operators. 
In our experiment we have used pulses at 800 nm provided by a Ti:Sapphire laser 
working at 76 MHz, with a duration of 180 fs (at FWHM) and energies of 20 nJ/pulse. 
The pulse was divided into two identical replicas using a beam splitter. One of the 
replicas served as reference pulse (R) while the second one was used to generate the 
“unknown” pulse. In this work, since we want to explore and prove the capabilities and 
resolution of our technique for the temporal profile measurement, we have used a 
controllable “unknown” pulse. For this purpose we have built a double-Gaussian pulse 
generator, based on a Michelson-type configuration, generating a controllable pulse 
profile from the overlapping of two temporally delayed Gaussian pulses (A and B in Fig. 
1(a)). The delay between the two pulses (Tsep) was carefully controlled moving the mirror 
M1 with a high precision motorized linear stage over a distance Dsep, with 0.1 μm step 
resolution. 2 /sep sepT D c= , where c is the speed of light. The reference and the double-
peak unknown pulse were then overlapped inside a 5 mm long SBN crystal with an 
external intersection angle α = 25°. The TSHG signal at 400 nm was recorded using a 
Spiricon SP620U CCD camera with 230 px/mm resolution, placed above the crystal. Two 
half-wavelength plates were used to control the polarization of the beams incident onto 
the SBN for maximizing the efficiency of the SH process (ee-e interaction). 




Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the TSCC setup; (b) The unknown pulse is 
overlapped with the reference pulse and focused onto the SBN crystal with the intersect 
angle 2α; the vertical emitted TSHG signal from the top of the SBN crystal is detected by 
a CCD; the TSCC trace sequence at different x position (x0, x1…xn) constitute the TSCC 
trace set. 
As a first step we have to calibrate the “unknown” pulse. Zero delay calibration was 
obtained by scanning mirror M1 until the CCD image of TAC trace formed by the 
reference signal R and signal A overlapped completely with the CCD image of TAC trace 
formed by signal R and signal B. This measurement served to characterize the reference 
beam and provided the calibration factor between the spatial and temporal domains by 








=  (2) 
where ∆zAC is the FWHM width of the TAC trace sequence recorded by the CCD, while 
TAC is the FWHM duration of the TAC temporal signal. The obtained space-time 
decoding factor was 19.4 fs/pixel (1 pixel equal to 19.4 fs). This value will set the 
resolution of our measurements in this particular configuration. 
Experimental measurements of the TAC trace corresponding to the reference pulse 
are shown in Fig. 2(a) where the TAC signal at position x = 2 mm (Fig. 2(b)) shows a 
reference pulse FWHM duration in intensity of T = 178 fs. The recorded images 
correspond to that shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b) and have been zoomed in the transverse 
direction in Figs. 2 and 3. Note that the apparent tilting of the traces is due to the fact that 
we used different scale in the x and z directions in the plots in order to show better the 
transverse dependence of the ICC traces. The experimental cross-correlation trace between 
the R pulse and the P pulse for Tsep = 300 fs is shown in Fig. 2(c). The cross-correlation 
profile at the position x = 2 mm is plotted in Fig. 2(d), where the two-peaked asymmetric 
cross-correlation trace of the unknown pulse can be clearly seen. 




Fig. 2. (a): The CCD recorded TAC trace set along the 5 mm SBN crystal; (b): The TAC 
trace sequence at x = 2 mm; (c): The CCD recorded TSCC trace set along the 5 mm SBN 
crystal; (d): ICC(t), the TSCC trace sequence at x = 2 mm; (e): IP(t), the retrieved unknown 
pulse sequence (blue dots), the Gaussian analytical fit (continuous red line), the original 
“unknown” pulse (pink dots) plotted used the experimental values of Tsep and the pulse 
duration for each single pulse measured in Fig. 2(b). 
Using the same calibration factor obtained in the TAC measurement, one can directly 
retrieve the temporal cross-correlation profile, ICC(t), from the spatially resolved 
measurement ICC(z). Note that this technique permits to observe the evolution of the 
cross-correlation trace (transverse profile in z direction) along the crystal propagation 
distance (x direction). Since the incident pulses are affected by material dispersion during 
propagation inside the crystal, a dynamical evolution of the pulses can be detected and 
used to determine the pulse chirp as shown in [20]. This fact becomes relevant for pulses 
shorter than 100fs, but it is not a limiting factor in our experiment where dispersion 
lengths are of the order of LD = 25 mm or larger. 
The unknown temporal profile can be retrieved from the deconvolution between the 
ICC(t) experimental data and the reference pulse, using Eq. (1). We have observed that 
direct use of discrete experimental profile data leads to the appearance of oscillations in 
the retrieved signal profile. We have used the following procedure to obtain a smooth 
temporal profile: i) obtain a fit of the experimental temporal cross-correlation and get a 
smooth function of ICC(t); ii) obtain a fit of the reference pulse and iii) use these fitting 
functions to retrieve the temporal pulse profile using Eq. (1). 
In principle, any fitting algorithm could be used to obtain a smoothed version of the 
experimental data. Here we use fitting functions for the cross-correlation data 
corresponding to a superposition of two Gaussian functions as follow: 
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where Tsepcc is the pulses separation and Tcc the individual pulse duration at FWHM in 
intensity. 
Figure 2(d) shows the fitted curve in red where Tcc = 250 fs and the temporal 
separation Tsepcc = 299 fs. The reference pulse was fitted using a Gaussian function: 
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 (4) 
with TR = 178 fs. 
Using these two functions and applying the deconvolution procedure we have 
obtained the retrieved unknown temporal pulse shown in Fig. 2(e) (blue dots). From the 
corresponding fit (red line), using the same functional form as the Eq. (3), we can directly 
determine the unknown pulse peak separation TsepP = 299 fs and the temporal duration of 
each individual Gaussian pulse, TP = 175 fs. These results are in very close agreement 
with the real values used in our experiment for the generation of the unknown pulse, Tsep 
and T. 
An estimated error ε  between the retrieved values and the values set for the 
generation of the unknown pulse is calculated by using the following expression: 
 









= +  (5) 
giving, in this particular case, a value of 1.9%. 
We have generated several different double-peak pulses setting Tsep to 200, 267, 367, 
1333 fs. Figures 3(a1)-3(a4) show the CCD recorded TSCC traces set along the SBN 
crystal for each pulse. The corresponding cross-correlation signals selected at x = 2 mm 
position, are shown in Figs. 3(b1)-3(b4) together with the fitted curves (red line). The 
retrieved unknown temporal pulses are shown in Fig. 3(c1-c4). The errors obtained for 
each case using Eq. (5) are 4.4%, 1.4%, 0.6% and 9.9% respectively, showing that the 
longer the pulse the larger the error, keeping all values under a 10%. 
Once we have described the capabilities of the method to measure the transverse 
cross-correlation traces, in order to check our experimental results and to identify 
limitations of the technique we numerically solved the nonlinear interaction (in the phase-
matching regime) and propagation of the reference and unknown pulses through the SBN 
crystal to obtain the cross-correlation trace. For short pulses, the material dispersion 
acting during propagation along the crystal leads to a pulse lengthening, which affects the 
trace profile during propagation. This effect can be used to determine the chirp parameter 
of the pulse incident in the crystal as has been demonstrated in [19]. However for the 
purpose of this work, the pulses used where so long that no significant dispersion effects 
were expected. In the case of long pulses the factor that cannot be overlooked in order to 
obtain a valid measurement is the effect of the beam size on the recorded trace. 
To check the relevance of this effect in our particular configuration, we should 
consider the beam size relative to the pulse duration. In a previous work [21] we 
discussed two extreme situations: when the condition TR/R0 <<tan(α/c) holds (R0 is the 
spatial FWHM width in intensity, for our laser beam R0 = 1mm) the ICC provides the 
direct mapping of the temporal pulse shape, with no limitation imposed by the finite 
beam size. In the case TR/R0 >> tan(α/c), the CCD recorded TSCC trace sequence ICC 
does not give a proper TAC because the beam size limits the overlapping region. 




Fig. 3. (a) The CCD recorded TSCC traces set along the 5-mm SBN crystal when the 
Tsep are 200, 267, 367, 1333 fs respectively; (b): The TSCC profiles at the marked 
position in (a); (c): the retrieved shaped pulse sequence; (d): the simulated TSCC trace set 
along the 5-mm SBN crystal. 
Due to the duration of our pulses we need to consider these effects in our actual setup. 
We extended the TAC trace simulation method in [21] to obtain the TSCC trace recorded 
in our experiment. The reference and unknown pulse can be written respectively as: 
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 (7) 
where (x1, z1) and (x2, z2) are coordinate systems oriented along the propagation direction 
of each one of the beams; TR and TP are the FWHM duration in intensity measured for the 
reference and unknown pulses; TsepP is the experimentally retrieved unknown pulse peak 
separation and u is the velocity of the pulse in the SBN crystal. 
By considering that the ee-e interaction is phase-matched in our crystal by the random 
domains and after performing a change of variables to a common reference system (x,z), 
the recorded TSCC trace set can be simulated by: 
 33CC R PI d I I dt=   (8) 
the ICC represented by Eq. (8) can be written as the product of two functions, one related 
to the spatial characteristics, Ispatial 
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and the time integral of the temporal component of ICC, Itemporal, the ICC represented by Eq. 
(8) can then be rewritten as: 
 ( ) ( )0, CC spatial temporalI I R Iα α=  (10) 
When TP/R0 << tanα/u, the spatial part can be safely approximated by 1 and the ICC is 
decided solely by Itemporal which is the direct mapping of the temporal pulse shape. When 
TP/R0 >> tanα/u, the TSCC trace sequence ICC is strongly affected by Ispatial. As can be 
seen in this expression, the influences of this term will depend strongly on the incident 
angle of the overlapping beams. 
In order to further analyze the effect of the incident angle and beam diameter on the 
TSCC trace, we simulated the particular case where TR = 180 fs; TP = 180 fs; TsepP = 300 
fs; IC/ID = 0.8. The simulated Itemporal, Ispatial and ICC traces for different incident angles and 
beam diameters are shown in Fig. 4. The first column, (a1), (b1) and (c1) shows the 
temporal cross-correlation of the pulse with no spatial contribution for two different 
incidence angles 12° (a1) and 30° (b1-c1) evidencing the role played by the incidence 
angle. Temporal broadening is not observed during propagation due to the long pulses 
used in the simulation (notice that for such pulse durations the group velocity dispersion 
length is LD = 190 mm for the cross-correlation signal). The second column (a2), (b2) and 
(c2) shows the effect of the spatial part (Ispatial) for three different situations: (a2): α = 12°, 
Ro = 0,8 mm; (b2): α = 30°, Ro = 0,3 mm and (c2): α = 30°, Ro = 0,8 mm. The finite size of 
the beam leads to a strong reduction of the overlapping region, so the TSCC trace 
remains unchanged only at a particular region where Ispatial is approximately 1. The effect 
of the spatial part depends strongly on the beam diameter and incidence angle. The third 
column (a3), (b3) and (c3) shows the complete TSCC trace set, ICC given by Eq. (10). 
 
Fig. 4. Simulation of the temporal part of the ICC trace: (a1) Itemporal (α = 12°, R0 = 0.8mm); 
(b1) Itemporal (α = 30°, R0 = 0.3mm); and (c1) Itemporal (α = 30°, R0 = 0.8mm). Simulation of 
the spatial part: (a2) Ispatial (α = 12°, R0 = 0.8mm); (b2) Ispatial (α = 30°, R0 = 0.3mm); and 
(c2) Ispatial (α = 30°, R0 = 0.8mm); Total cross-correlation trace, ICC, for each case [(a3), (b3) 
and (c3)]. Profiles of the CC trace at the position of the dashed line for Itemporal (red line) 
and ICC (blue dots) [(a4), (b4) and (c4)]. 
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Last column in Fig. 4 shows the trace at the position indicated by the dashed white 
line of Itemporal (red line) and ICC (blue dots) for each one of the situations. As we can see 
in plot (a4), a too small angle is limiting the capability to record properly the TSCC trace 
sequence so the blue dots do not match the temporal CC signal given by the red line. For 
the case of plot (b4), a too small beam radius leads to a narrow Ispatial component, which 
also leads to a failure in the TSCC reconstruction. As the pulses to be measured become 
longer, one should increase the incident angle or/and expand the beam diameter to get an 
error-free TSCC trace set. The plot in (c4) shows that if the conditions of beam radius and 
incidence angle are adequate one can properly record the proper CC trace. 
The experimental values of beam radius and incidence angle were selected according 
to these considerations. The simulated TSCC traces obtained using the retrieved values of 
pulse duration, TP, and peak separation of the unknown pulses, TsepP, after the 
deconvolution process (with the values of incidence angle and beam radius used in the 
experiment) are shown in Fig. 3(d1-d4) respectively, showing very good agreement with 
the experimental recorded TSCC traces of Fig. 3(a). The increased error with unknown 
pulse duration mentioned in a previous paragraph could be due to the fact that increasing 
the pulse duration we are approaching the limit imposed by the spatial part of ICC. 
3. Conclusions 
In conclusion, we demonstrate that using a nonlinear SBN crystal and the corresponding 
TSHG, we performed transverse cross-correlation single-shot measurements and we can 
characterize the duration and temporal shape of ultrashort laser pulses with complex 
temporal profiles. Using this procedure, one could measure TSCC traces for pulses 
ranging between 30 fs up to 1 picosecond. We have measured several two-peaked 
Gaussian beams over a broad temporal window and studied the role played by factors 
such as the incident angle or beam radius as error sources for the final resolution of this 
pulse measurement technique. We have shown that, if we want to perform measurements 
in the long pulse duration range an increase of the incident angle or/and an expansion of 
the beam diameter would be required. In this technique the vertical emission of TSHG 
removes the requirement of a thin nonlinear crystal and enables one to measure the 
undistorted pulse at the entrance of the crystal. As important characteristic, the property 
of automatic phase matching without angular alignment or temperature control, makes 
the technique applicable to a very broad wavelength range and enormously simplifies the 
operation process. 
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